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D

axia (བྷ༿), Dayuezhi (བྷᴸ∿), and Guishuang (䋤
䵌) were three different countries once active in
ancient Central Asia and were known to Chinese of
the Han Dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE). There is general
agreement that the kingdom of Daxia was conquered
by the Dayuezhi tribes who had immigrated from
northwest China and then divided the country into
ÀYH SDUWV HDFK JRYHUQHG E\ D ;LKRX 㘆 ןyabgu).1
One of them, the Guishuang Xihou, united all the
lands of Dayuezhi and established a new kingdom of
Guishuang (Kushan) which later became an Empire
including a large part of Central Asia around the Amu
Darya and northwest of India. However, in recent
years there have been some disagreements about
these peoples in Chinese academia, such as where
the original homeland of Dayuezhi was, who could
EHLGHQWLÀHGDVWKH'D[LDSHRSOHEHIRUHWKHFRQTXHVW
of Dayuezhi, and whether Guishuang (Kushan), as
RQH RI ÀYH ;LKRX FRXOG EH UHJDUGHG DV D EUDQFK RI
Dayuezhi or Daxia. In order to further the research
on these problems, relying mainly on the ancient
Chinese sources the article will discuss in particular
the identities of Daxia, Dayuezhi and Guishuang and
the relations among them. Since Dumi (䜭ᇶ, Tirmidh,
Termez), where Alexander crossed the Oxus (Amu
Darya) to Sogdiana, was an important city in the time
of these three kingdoms (possibly the capital of the
Xihou of Dumi) and under the Kushan Empire, it will
be a focus of some attention here for its relations with
China from the Han to the Tang dynasties.

original sources from Chinese, even though various
translations of them have been published previously
(e.g., Brosset 1828; Wylie 1881-82; Hirth 1917; Sima
Qian 1993; Hulsewé 1979; Hill 2015).
1. The records in the Shiji.
'D\XH]KL DQG 'D[LD ZHUH ÀUVW LQWURGXFHG LQ WKH
“Description of Dayuan” (བྷᇋࡇۣ) in the Shiji.
The Dayuezhi are west of Dayuan (བྷᇋ) by about two or
three thousand li (䟼)2 and are located north of the Oxus (
ჟ≤) [Wei Shui, the Amu Darya]. Daxia lies to the south,
Anxi (ᆹ) to the west, and Kangju (ᓧት) to the north.
Dayuezhi is a nation of nomads (㹼഻) [literally, ‘moving
country’] wandering with their herds and practicing the
same customs as those of the Xiongnu (सྤ). They have
about one hundred or two hundred thousand archers
as warriors. Formerly, the Dayuezhi were powerful
and strong, and despised by the Xiongnu. As soon as
Modu (߂乃) succeeded to the throne, he attacked and
defeated the Yuezhi. When Laoshang Chanyu (㘱к
ᯬ) reigned as the king of the Xiongnu, he killed the king
of the Yuezhi and turned the skull of the dead king into
his drinking vessel. Originally, the Yuezhi tribes lived
between Dunhuang (ᮖ❼) and Qilian (⽱䙓). After being
defeated by the Xiongnu, they were compelled to move
far away. They passed through Dayuan, and to the west
of it attacked Daxia, subjugating the country. They then
set up their royal court north of the Oxus. [Sima Qian
1982: 3161-3162]
Daxia lies to the southwest of Dayuan by over 2000 li and
is located south of the Oxus. The people are sedentary.
They live in houses in cities enclosed by walls. Their
customs are the same as those of the Dayuan. There is
no powerful king in the country. The cities and towns
always have their own little chiefs. The soldiers there
DUHZHDNDQGDIUDLGWRÀJKW7KHLUSHRSOHDUHVNLOOIXODW
trade and commerce. When the Dayuezhi tribes migrated
westward, they defeated Daxia and subjected the people
to their rule. The population of Daxia is more than a
million. The capital is named Lanshi city (㯽ᐲ). One
FDQ ÀQG DOO PDQQHU RI JRRGV IRU VDOH LQ WKHLU PDUNHWV
[Sima Qian 1982: 3164]

The evidence of the Chinese historical texts
The earliest, relatively extensive records about the
Dayuezhi, Daxia and Guishuang are to be found
in three Chinese historical books˖the Historical
Records, Shiji (ਢ䁈), compiled by Sima Qian (ਨ俜䚧);
Ban Gu’s (⨝പ) History of the Former Han, Hanshu (╒
ᴨ); and Fan Ye’s (ㇴ᳴) History of the Later Han, Hou
hanshu (ᖼ╒ᴨ). In order better to analyze the relations
among these countries and peoples I translate the
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These descriptions suggest several preliminary
conclusions: (1) the Dayuezhi tribes originated from
the area between Dunhuang and Qilian; (2) later they
were driven out of their homeland and migrated
ZHVWZDUG   ÀQDOO\ WKH\ VHWWOHG QRUWK RI WKH 2[XV
(4) from there they subjugated the Daxia south of the
Oxus; (5) while reduced to vassal status, the Daxia
retained a semblance of semi-autonomy with their
own capital.

By this time, Daxia had been annexed and ruled
directly by Dayuezhi. Its lands had been divided into
ÀYHSULQFLSDOLWLHVRU;LKRX7KHVHDWRIWKHUR\DOFRXUW
of Dayuezhi was moved to the city of Jianshi (ⴓ∿, i.e.
㯽ᐲ in the Shiji), the former capital of Daxia.
3. The records in the Hou Hanshu.
The transition from the Yuezhi as wandering nomads
to the sedentary Guishuang (Kushan) Empire is
described in more detail in the “Description of the
Western Regions” of the Hou hanshu (ᖼ╒ᴨg㾯ฏ
ۣ).

2. The records in the Hanshu.
In the “Description of the Western Regions” (㾯ฏۣ)
in the Hanshu, Dayuezhi became the protagonist of the
series of events and was described in more detail than
in the Shiji.

The country of Dayuezhi with the city of Lanshi (㯽ᐲ
) as its capital borders Anxi to the west. It takes a 49day journey to reach there. To the east it is 6537 li to the
seat of the governor (䮧ਢ3) and 16370 li to Luoyang (⍋
䲭) [the capital of the Later Han Dynasty]. It has 100,000
households, a population of 400,000, and over 100,000
PHQZKRDUHTXDOLÀHGDVZDUULRUV

The country of Dayuezhi with the city of Jianshi as its
capital is 11,600 li from Changan (䮧ᆹ) [the capital of Han
China]. It is not ruled by the Protector General (䜭䆧). It
has 100,000 households, a population of 400,000, and
PHQZKRDUHTXDOLÀHGDVZDUULRUV7RWKHHDVWLW
is 4740 li to the seat of the Protector General. To the west,
one can reach Anxi (ᆹ) [Parthia] after 49 days’ journey.
To the south it borders Jibin (㖭䌃) [in the northwest of
India]. The land, climate, agricultural products, customs,
coins, and manufactured goods are the same as those in
Anxi. The camels with a single hump [dromedary] are
raised there.

Formerly, the Xiongnu defeated the Yuezhi, who were
forced to migrate to Daxia and occupy it. Thereupon
'D[LD ZDV GLYLGHG LQWR ÀYH ;LKRX ;LXPL 6KXDQJPL
Guishuang, Xidun (㛩乃), and Dumi (䜭ᇶ). More than
one hundred years later, Qiujiuque (шቡফ), the Xihou of
Guishuang, conquered the other four Xihou, established
himself as their king, and named the country Guishuang.
He once invaded Anxi, and took over the land of Gaofu.
He then conquered Puda (☞䚄) and Jibin (㖭䌃), and
annexed all their lands. After Qiujiuque died at the age
of more than 80, his son Yangaozhen (䯫㞿⧽) succeeded
him as the king of Gushuang. He conquered Tianzhu
(ཙㄪ) and appointed a general to govern it. Since then,
the Yuezhi have become a most powerful and prosperous
country. All other countries call [the king of] the Yuezhi
the king of Guishuang (䋤䵌⦻). The Han court, however,
still calls them the Dayuezhi after their name. [Fan Ye
1965: 2920-2921]

Originally Dayuezhi was a nation of nomads wandering
with their herds, having the same habits and customs as
those of the Xiongnu. It had over one hundred thousand
archers and became so powerful that it looked down on
the Xiongnu. Formerly, the Yuezhi had lived between
Dunhuang and Qilian. Modu Chanyu (߂乃ᯬ) attacked
and defeated them, while Laoshang Chanyu killed the
Yuezhi king and made a drinking vessel out of his skull.
The Yuezhi had to move far away. They passed through
Dayuan, attacked Daxia to the west and subjugated it.
Then they set up their royal court north of the Oxus.

Note in particular that Dumi is substituted for Gaofu
as one of the Five Xihou and is described as a country
conquered by Guishuang.

Initially, there was no powerful king in Daxia as the
cities and towns have always had their own little chiefs.
7KHSHRSOHRI'D[LDDUHZHDNDQGDIUDLGWRÀJKWVRWKH
Dayuezhi migrated into Daxia and made all the people
WKHUH WKHLU VXEMHFWV 7KHUH DUH ÀYH ;LKRX >\DEJX@ $OO
of them respect or offer tribute to the envoys from Han
China. One is called Xiumi (Ձᇶ) Xihou, who resides
in the city of Hemo (઼໘), 2841 li from the seat of the
Protector General and 7802 li from Yang Guan (䲭䰌)
[Yang Pass]; a second is called Shuangmi (䴉䶑) Xihou,
who dwells in the city of Shuangmi, 3741 li from the seat
of the seat of the Protector General and 7782 li from Yang
Guan; a third is called Guishuang (䋤䵌) [Kushan] Xihou,
who lives in the city of Huzao (䆧◑), 5940 li from the seat
of the Protector General and 7982 li from Yang Guan; a
fourth is called Xidun (㛨乃) Xihou, who inhabits the city
of Bomao (㮴㤵), 5962 li from the seat of the Protector
General, and 8202 liIURP<DQJ*XDQDQGDÀIWKLVFDOOHG
Gaofu (儈䱴) Xihou, who occupies the city of Gaofu (儈
䱴), 6041 li from the seat of the Protector General and 9283
li IURP <DQJ *XDQ $OO ÀYH ;LKRX DUH PHPEHUV RI WKH
Dayuezhi. [Ban Gu 1962: 3890-3891]

The Chinese sources are of paramount importance for
historians of ancient Bactria, who, however, encounter
many problems when using them to reconstruct
the history of the people, places, and events. My
discussion which follows concerning the origin of
Dayuezhi, the identity of Daxia, and the relations
among the Daxia, Dayuezhi and Guishuang, is based
on my understanding of these Chinese sources and
QHZDUFKDHRORJLFDOÀQGV
The origins of Dayuezhi
Generally Chinese scholars agree that original location
of Dayuezhi (Great བྷ Yuezhi ᴸ∿) was in the west of
China, from the western part of Gansu (⭈㚵) province
to the Tianshan Mountains of today’s Xinjiang, at
least in the period before the Yuezhi were expelled
by the Wusun tribes from the valley of the Ili River.
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According to Japanese sinologist Fujita Toyohachi (㰔
⭠Ѡ)ޛ, the original location of the Yuezhi, as recorded

the homelands of Dayuezhi and the complicated
relation between Yuezhi, Wusun and Xiongnu. It is
Wusun that had been conquered by the Xiongnu. then
EHFDPHWKHLUYDVVDOVDQGÀQDOO\GURYHG'D\XH]KLRXW
of Wusun and forced them to escape westward:

in the Shiji and Hanshu, was between Dunhaung at
the western end of Gansu, and the Qilian Mountains
which run south of the Hexi Corridor (⋣㾯䎠ᓺ), right
around the modern city Zhangye (ᕥᧆ, ancient Gan
Zhou). Later they were defeated by the Xiongnu
and had to move westward to the land of Sai (ຎൠ);
again they were driven from there by their western
neighbors, the Wusun (⛿ᆛ) tribes who were among
the vassals of the Xiongnu. Hence it seems probable
that the Yuezhi lived and once occupied a territory
between the easternmost Tianshan Mountains and
the Qilian Mountains (Fujita 1935, pp. 77-95; 1935, pp.
59-99). In other words, the Yuezhi people would have
been wandering for a time in what is today Gansu
Province. However, an annotation in the “Biographies
of Wei Qing and Huo Qubing” (㺋䶂䴽৫⯵ۣ) in the
Hanshu indicates that Qilian means the Tianshan
Mountains (ཙኡ), because the Xiongnu called Qilian
“Tian” (ཙ, sky, heaven).4 If so, we are dealing not
with today’s Qilian, but rather with the Tianshan
Mountains in Xinjiang. Alternatively, in the opinion
of Professor Lin Meicun (1998, pp. 64-69), “Qilian” as
a word may originate from the Tocharian language
spoken by the Yuezhi. He thinks that Yuezhi were a
branch of Tocharians. In that case, Qilian refers to the
Kunshan (ᰶኡ), i.e. the Kunlun Mountains (ᰶ׆ኡ),
known in Chinese documents that antedate the Qin
and Han dynasties. In the Shiji, “Qilian” should just be
the modern Qilian Mountains and Dayuezhi should
be the Tochari of the classical documents in Greek.

The king of Wusun is called Kunmo (ᰶ㧛). His father
Nandoumi (䴓ތ䶑) [and his people] originally lived with
Dayuezhi as neighbors in the lands between Qilian and
Dunhuang. Wusun is a small country. Dayuezhi attacked
Wusun, killed the king Nandoumi, and occupied the land
of Wusun. Wusun people took refuge with the Xiongnu.
Kunmo is son of the dead king had been recently born...
and was brought to Xiongnu… When he came of age,
the Chanyu (Ҿ) [the highest ruler of the Xiongnu
confederacy], the ruler of Xiongnu, gave him his father’s
people … By that time, Yuezhi had been defeated by
the Xiongnu and moved westward to attack the king of
Sai (ຎ⦻). The king escaped far away and his land was
annexed by Yuezhi. Since Kunmo had become powerful,
he asked the Chanyu to permit him to revenge for his
father. So he marched westward and defeated Dayuezhi.
Dayuezhi had to migrate westward again and into the
land of Daxia. [Ban Gu 1962: 2691-2692]

The Yuezhi are generally considered to be related to
the Indo-Europeans who probably came into the west
of what today is China during the second millennium
BCE. Mummies with Europoid features have been
unearthed in the Taklamakan Desert of Xinjiang,
buried there nearly 4000-3500 years ago.6 Are they
related to the later Yuezhi? The answer is not certain.7
But some of the same or similar names of races such
as Yuezhi (ᴸ∿), Yushi (∿), and so on, were also
mentioned as early as in the Western Zhou period (
㾯ઘ, 11th-8th century BCE). Their locations were to
the north or the northwest of China.8 This evidence
may help us to resolve the problem of the origin of
Dayuezhi.

However, Professor Yu Taishan5 has a different idea
about the location of Dunhuang and Qilian: Dunhuang
had not been set up as a county (䜑 jun, prefecture) at
that time when Zhang Qian (ᕥ偛 WKHÀUVWHQYR\ZKR
had been sent to the Western Regions by Emperor
Han Widi (╒↖ᑍ, 140-87 BCE), returned from Daxia
in 126 BCE. Therefore, “Dunhuang” refers to the
modern Qilian Mountains in Gansu because it had
been mentioned as “ᮖ㯘” (Dunhong) in the Classic of
Mountains and Rivers (ኡ⎧㏃, Shan Hai Jing) (Shan 2011,
p. 70), dating from the Warring States Period (475[or
@²%&( <XDFFHSWVWKHLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRI4LOLDQ
with the modern Tianshan, and suggests the original
place of Yuezhi people should be located between
the Qilian Mountains of today’s Gansu and Tianshan
Mountains as well as the Altai Mountains in Xinjiang
(Yu 2012, pp. 88-92). In other words, his conclusion is
similar to that of Fujita Toyohachi (except in the matter
of identifying the so-called Dunhong Mountains with
the Qilian Mountains—see below).
Apart from the texts cited above from the Shiji and
Hanshu, the biography of Zhang Qian in the Hanshu
provides more detailed and clearer information on

7KH LGHQWLÀFDWLRQ RI 'XQKXDQJ ᮖ❼) with today’s
Qilian Mountains by Yu Taishan might be problematic.
In his opinion (2012, p. 89), the county or prefecture
of Dunhuang was probably established in 111 BCE,
which would mean that Zhang Qian could not have
mentioned the name of the place as Dunhuang in his
original report to the emperor. Yu takes it for granted
that Sima Qian might have substituted Dunhuang for
the Dunhong (ᮖ㯘) provided by Zhang Qian. However,
his only proof for this hypothesis is to cite a mountain
named Dunhong in the legendary Shan Hai Jing. That
of itself is hardly enough to infer that the place name
LQWURGXFHG ÀUVW E\ =KDQJ 4LDQ ZDV QRW 'XQKXDQJ
but Dunhong. In fact, according to the description of
Dunhong in the Shan Hai Jing, this mountain seems to
be located to the north and northeast of the Kunlun
0RXQWDLQV (YHQ LI 4LOLDQ FRXOG EH LGHQWLÀHG ZLWK
this “Dunhong,” Yu’s argument cannot deny the fact
that the Dayuezhi originally lived in this area that was
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covered by the county or prefecture of Dunhuang set
up 15 years after Zhang Qian’s return in 126 BCE.

tribe that co-existed with the eastern Massagetae and
Sacae. They had never occupied Bactria or founded
their country there (Strabo 1988: 11.8.2).

The identity of Daxia
Daxia, the farthest country Zhan Qian reached, had
been subjugated by Dayuezhi when he arrived there
in 128 BCE. But it is strange that Zhang Qian did not
indicate the original location of Daxia as he did for
Dayuezhi. Why? What relationship is there between
this Daxia and the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom?
Yu Taishan thinks Daxia might be also an ancient
people with the same name who once lived in the
northwest of China; later, they immigrated into
Bactria. The routes taken by Daxia were similar to
WKRVHODWHUIROORZHGE\'D\XH]KLÀUVWWRWKH,OL Ժ⢱⋣)
and Chu River (ᾊ⋣) valleys, before establishing their
RZQFRXQWU\LQ%DFWULD+HLGHQWLÀHV'D[LDZLWKWKH
Tochari, one of the four Scythian nomad groups which
“took away Bactriana from the Greeks” as mentioned
by Strabo (1988: 11.8.2) and assumes Daxia could be a
transliteration of Tachari (for his detailed arguments,
see Yu 2012, pp. 46-53, 62-66). This inference implies:
(1) it is Daxia not Yuezhi who conquered the Greek
%DFWULD   VRFDOOHG 7RFKDUL FDQ EH LGHQWLÀHG RQO\
with Daxia, not with Yuezhi.
In response, I have several observations:
First, the absence of any indication of the origin of
Daxia in the Shiji means that Zhang Qian and Sima
Qian (whose knowledge about Daxia derives from
the former) could have not known its origin. Maybe
what Zhang Qian gleaned from the natives was that
the origin of Daxia had no relationship to China and
it was a country that had been established long ago in
its current location. Had he known Daxia originated
from China, surely he would have referred to that fact
as he did in his description of Dayuezhi. So, in the
eyes of Zhang Qian, there was no connection between
the Daxia in Bactria and any people who had lived in
China.
<X 7DLVKDQ·V LGHQWLÀFDWLRQ RI 'D[LD ZLWK 7RFKDUL
is also problematic. True, Dayuezhi once occupied
the Sai land and Sai people had to move westward.
+RZHYHU FRXOG 'D[LD EH LGHQWLÀHG ZLWK RQH RI WKH
Sai tribes? According to the Hanshu, the king of Sai
and his tribes were forced southward to pass through
Xuandu (ᛜᓖ, the Hanging Pass) into Jibin (㖭ᇮ) (Ban
Gu 1962: 3901). There is no indication that they passed
or settled in Daxia.
Another Chinese scholar, Lei Haizong (2002, p. 352),
suggests the name of Daxia came from Daha (Daae,
Dahae), one branch of the Scythians. However, this
LGHQWLÀFDWLRQWRRPD\QHHGWREHUHFRQVLGHUHGEHFDXVH
these Dahae nomads seemed to have lived along the
east of the Caspian Sea as far as Hyrcania as a separate
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Therefore, we have to look for other way to resolve
the problem of the identity of Daxia. It is possible that,
in order to indicate clearly to the emperor the farthest
country he had reached, Zhang Qian borrowed
this name from an earlier Chinese book in which a
homonymic country located in the north or northwest
of China had been mentioned (Huang 1996, p. 355).
No matter what the origin of Daxia’s name could
be and who had established it, Daxia as a country
actually existed in Bactria long before Zhang Qian
arrived. Then what can be the relationship between
this Daxia and the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom, and who
eventually occupied it?
In my opinion, the four tribes mentioned by
Strabo should be Scythians who lived in the steppe
north of the Syr Darya and who often invaded the
lands controlled by the Greeks. When Syrian King
Antiochus III entered Bactria in 209 BCE in order to
re-establish control of this satrapy, Euthydemus,
then King of Bactria, defended his own position,
arguing that the northern nomads were their common
enemy. If he were not recognized as King of Bactria,
“neither of them would be safe; for considerable
hordes of Nomads were approaching.” In fact, one
tribe of Scythians had invaded Hyrcania near Bactria
(Polybius 1993: 11.39; 10.48). Thus it can be seen that
the successive raids of nomads from the steppe was
actually a serious threat to the Greek kingdom. Modern
archaeology and numismatics support the conclusion
that King Eucratides I of the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom
died in ca. 145 BCE (Justinus 1853: 41.6.1-5). When
Zhang Qian arrived in Bactria (Daxia) in 128, Daxia
had already been subjugated by Dayuezhi.
It is thus possible that those four Scythian tribes
might have invaded Bactria and even stayed there
for a short time. However, they did not conquer
this kingdom completely, and at least a large part of
them must have passed through the Hindukush and
eventually settled in the south of Afghanistan and
the southwest of Iran, thence known as Seistan. Since
it is clear from the Chinese sources that Daxia was
conquered by Dayuezhi, could we identify Dayuezhi
with one of the four tribes? This seems to be possible
if, contrary to Yu Taishan, we regard the Tachari as
Dayuezhi rather than Daxia. In later Chinese sources,
Bactria was called Tuhuoluo (㿙䋘䚿 ੀ⚛㖵), where
Dayuezhi and later Kushans (one of the Xihou of
Dayuezhi) ruled for centuries.
Judging from our current knowledge of the sources
and recent research, I would venture the hypothesis
that, whether the Dayuezhi were one of the four tribes

or another nomadic tribe from the northwest of China,
it was they who delivered the coup de grâce to the weak
Graeco-Bactrian kingdom. The Dayuezhi departed
from the land of Sai in ca. 176 BCE.9 We cannot know
exactly when they arrived north of the Amu Darya
via Da Yuan, but it was before Zhang Qian reached
Dayuezhi and Daxia in 128-126 BCE, within two
decades of the death of Eucratides I. The Bactrian
Greeks still had not retreated entirely to India; and
the rule of Greeks in eastern Bactria continued until
ca. 130 BCE (Bopearachchi 1991, p. 453). Zhang Qian
remarked that “There is no powerful king in the
country. The cities and towns have always their own
little chiefs. The solders there are weak and afraid to
ÀJKWµ7KLVLVSUHFLVHO\WKHSROLWLFDOVLWXDWLRQLQ%DFWULD
after Eucratides I was overthrown. So the hypothesis
that Greek rule in Bactria was ended by Dayuezhi
VHHPVWREHMXVWLÀHG
The location of the Five Xihou
The location of the Five Xihou is controversial. Were
they divided only in the land of Daxia in the south
of the Oxus or in all lands of Dayuezhi along the
two sides of the Oxus after Daxia had been annexed
E\ WKH ODWWHU" 2U ZHUH WKH\ ÀUVW HVWDEOLVKHG LQ WKH
north of the Wei River (the Oxus, Amu Darya), then
expanded south to the Daxia Zhang Qian visited?
There are different lists of the Xihou in the Hanshu and
Hou hanshuLQWKHIRUPHUWKHÀYH;LKRXDUH;LXPL
Shuangmi, Guishuang, Xidun, and Gaofu; in the latter,
Gaofu has been replaced by Dumi [Ban Gu 1962: 3891;
Fan Ye 1965: 2921]. Which list is more believable?
Most Chinese scholars understand the evidence of
these texts to mean that the dynasty of Guishuang was
established by one branch of Dayuezhi because the
*XLVKXDQJ ZDV RQH RI WKH ÀYH ;LKRX ZKR EHORQJHG
WR'D\XH]KL%XW<X7DLVKDQSRLQWVRXWWKDWWKHÀYH
Xihou were divided in the land of Daxia, namely
Bactria in the south of the Oxus (even including
the eastern mountainous area, that of the so-called
7RFKDUL  DIWHU LW ZDV DQQH[HG ÀQDOO\ E\ 'D\XH]KL
/DWHU *XLVKXDQJ RQH RI WKH ÀYH ;LKRX RI 'D[LD
conquered the other four and their previous suzerain
Yuezhi (i.e. Puda, ☞䚄, mentioned in the Hou hanshu,
exterminated by Qiujiuque [Fan Ye 1965: 2921]), and
founded the Guishuang Empire [see Yu 2012: 53-62;
2005, p. 122 n.314-p. 125 n. 336; p. 283 n. 226; pp. 283284 n. 232; p. 285 nn.234, 237]. Yu Taishan claims that
Dumi should be excluded from the list, as the author
of the Hanshu could not have made a mistake. There
were two names of Gaofu in the Western Regions,
one in the Valley of Kokcha River in the north of
the Hindukush, the other in the upper valley of the
Kabul River. The author of the Hou hanshu must have
confused Gaofu as a Xihou with Gaofu as a kingdom.
Thus, he wrongly thought himself obliged to substitute
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Dumi for Gaofu, since the kingdom of Gaofu had been
annexed by Guishuang [Yu 2005, p. 287 nn. 243-246;
for Gaofu in the Houhanshu, see Fan Ye 1965: 2921].
Several critical remarks might be made regarding
this hypothesis.
First of all, the status of Daxia and the relations
EHWZHHQ 'D[LD DQG 'D\XH]KL VKRXOG EH FODULÀHG
According to the Shiji, Daxia had been conquered
by Dayuezhi and become its vassal, with its own
capital but no powerful king. Surely Daxia must
have lost its land in the north of the Oxus, because
the domain of the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom in its
heyday would have included Sogdiana north of the
river (see below). Before the arrival of Zhang Qian,
Dayuezhi had subdued Daxia but occupied only the
SDUW RI 'D[LD QRUWK RI WKH 2[XV DV LV FRQÀUPHG E\
the location of their capital there [Sima Qian 1982:
3161-3162, 3164]. However, in the Hanshu and Hou
hanshu, Daxia as a vassal of Dayuezhi disappeared.
Instead, one united and larger kingdom of Dayuezhi
(including Daxia) emerged in Bactria. The capital of
the Dayuezhi kingdom also was moved to the city of
Jianshi (Lanshi), the former capital of Daxia [Ban Gu
1962: 3890-3891; Fan Ye 1965: 2920-2921]. This means
that Dayuezhi had occupied all the land of Daxia
EHIRUHWKHODWHUHQYR\VRI+DQ&KLQDDUULYHG7KHÀYH
Xihou who went to pay their respect or tributes to the
Chinese envoys thus belonged to Dayuezhi, not to
Daxia.
Secondly, Yu Taishan fails to take into account
the difference in the territories of Daxia in different
periods. As mentioned above, whether or not Daxia
was the original Greek kingdom or a new country
founded by Daxia (Tochari), as Yu assumed, it should
have included all lands of the Bactrian kingdom,
which controlled not only Bactria but also Sogdiana.
Even if the Parthians at one time took from the Greeks
two provinces (Turiva and Aspionus) in the west of
the Bactrian kingdom (Strabo 1988: 11.11.2), the land
between the Oxus and the Jaxartes (Syr) rivers (at
least the land from the Iron Gate south to the Oxus10)
was under the rule of Greeks in Bactria for nearly two
centuries from Alexander the Great to Eucratides I.
Hence the original lands of Daxia were as large as
the Bactria the Greeks once controlled. That the Daxia
Zhang Qian visited was located in the south of the
2[XVZDVMXVWWKHUHVXOWRIWKHÀUVWFRQTXHVWRI'D[LD
by Dayuezhi.
The Hou hanshu indicates quite clearly that Daxia,
VXEVWLWXWHGIRU'D\XH]KLZDVGLYLGHGLQWRÀYH;LKRX
“Originally Yuezhi was defeated by Xiongnu and was
forced to immigrate into Daxia and occupied it. Then
'D[LDZDVGLYLGHGLQWRÀYH;LKRX;LXPL6KXDQJPL
Guishuang, Xidun, and Dumi.”

Citing the newest archaeological evidence, French
scholar Frantz Grenet (2006) argues these Xihou could
have originally settled north of the Oxus River in an
arc from the Wakhsh Valley to Termez around the
Hisar-Baisun-Kuhitang ranges and later expanded to
the south of the Amu Darya. I tend to agree with him,
for his hypothesis seems not to contradict the Chinese
UHFRUGVLIZHUHJDUGWKH'D[LDÀUVWPHQWLRQHGLQWKH
Shiji as the remains of the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom. It
is possible that Dayuezhi could have divided the new
GRPDLQ LQWR ÀYH ;LKRX DV VRRQ DV WKH\ VXEMXJDWHG
Daxia (the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom); later they
removed their court to the south part of the country
DQG FRPSOHWHO\ DQQH[HG LW 7KH GRPDLQV RI WKH ÀYH
Xihou certainly also increased after they penetrated
this new land. So it seems reasonable to infer that the
ÀYH ;LKRX VKRXOG KDYH EHHQ WKH ÀYH ODUJHVW WULEHV
of Dayuezhi; among them, Guishuang later become
so powerful that it could defeat and unite the other
IRXU ;LKRX DQG ÀQDOO\ HVWDEOLVK DQ HPSLUH %HFDXVH
Guishuang (Kushan) once was one part of Dayuezhi,
the country they founded was still called Dayuezhi,
the original title of it in China, and their kings were
called by other countries kings of Yuezhi (Fan Ye 1965:
2921).
The status of Dumi (Termez).
In Chinese sources, the Hou hanshu contains the
ÀUVW PHQWLRQ RI ´'XPLµ 7HUPH]  DV RQH RI WKH ÀYH
Xihou. As mentioned above, the author of Hou hanshu
explicitly stated that he had corrected the mistake
in the Hanshu. He pointed out clearly that there was
only one Gaofu country in the Western Regions. Since
Gaofu had been an independent and large kingdom
in the southwest of Dayuezhi, and had never been
subjected to Yuezhi before, it could not be one of the
ÀYH;LKRX6RKHVXEVWLWXWHG'XPLIRU*DRIX>)DQ<H
1965: 2922]. Although Yu Taishan denies Dumi was
RQH RI WKH ÀYH ;LKRX KH VSHFXODWHV WKDW WKH UR\DO
court of Dayuezhi might have settled in Dumi in the
early period of the conquest of Daxia by Dayuezhi, or
it might be as a seat of another Xihou after Dayuezhi
moved their capital to the south of the Oxus. However,
he does not indicate which Xihou it would be [Yu
2012, p. 56; 2005, p. 283 n.231].
As the hypothesis of Grenet indicated, it is also
possible to infer from the Chinese sources that in fact
Dumi should be listed as a Xihou:

FRXOG EH LGHQWLÀHG ZLWK ´.RSKHQµ LQ *UHHN LH WKH
XSSHUYDOOH\RIWKH.DEXO5LYHU:KHQWKHÀYH;LKRX
were divided, Dayuezhi had subjugated only Bactria
and had not invaded south of the Hindukush. If we
wish to locate the Gaofu Xihou mentioned in the
Hanshu, we must search in Bactria.
'XPLKDVEHHQLGHQWLÀHGE\DUFKDHRORJLFDOÀQGVDV
one garrison in the early Hellenistic period, although
there are some disputations about its founders and
names.11 Later it became an important city and a
Buddhist center in the Kushan period and even a
capital of the Kushan Empire [Leriche and Pidaev
2007, pp. 209-10, and Fig. 1; Ravaud 2006]. So it is
quite possible that it could have been selected as the
seat of the Xihou of Dumi in the period of Yuezhi.
•Dumi played an important role in the history of
Central Asia after the Kushan Empire disappeared.
In the Tang Dynasty the famous Buddhist pilgrim
Xuanzang (⦴ྈ 600–664 CE) visited a city named
Dami (મ㵌) in ca. 630 CE, which was located at a
strategic site on the north bank of the Oxus:
Dami country has a territory over 600 li from its east
to west and over 400 li from its south to north. The big
capital has a circumference over 20 li but the east-west
direction is long and the south-north direction is narrow.
There are above ten Buddhist temples and monasteries
with more than 1000 Buddhists in the city. Both stupas
DQGVWDWXHVRI%XGGKDDUHPRUHPDJLFDODQGHIÀFDFLRXV
[Ji et al. 1985: 103]

This record indicates Dami was still a center of
%XGGKLVP LQ WKH ÀUVW KDOI RI WKH VHYHQWK FHQWXU\ D
IDFWWKDWKDVEHHQFRQÀUPHGE\UHFHQWDUFKDHRORJLFDO
ÀQGV>/HULFKHDQG3LGDHY)XVVPDQ@
Dami was also mentioned in the New Tang History
(ᯠୀᴨ Xin tangshu):
There is one race of Dami settling along the north of the
Oxus (㑋㣫≤, Fuchushui). Their kingdom is in a length
of 600 li from its east to west. [Ouyang Xiu and Song Qi
1975: 6248]

Dami was the westernmost country that had contact
with Tang Dynasty China:
From Dami down to other countries, all different races
live together. Chinese name their countries after them.
They have no contacts with Tang China; so the records
DERXWWKHPDUHWRRFRQIXVHGDQGVWUDQJHWREHFRQÀUPHGµ
[Ouyang Xiu and Song Qi 1975: 6250]

Furthermore, the country of the Dami people was
referred as “Daman” (ᙋ┯) or “Damo” (ᙋ⋂):

7KHUHLVQRHYLGHQFHWRFRQÀUPWKHH[LVWHQFHRIWZR
Gaofu. The description of Gaofu in the Hou hanshu
was more detailed and concrete than in the Hanshu.
That “Gaofu was in the southwest of Dayuezhi, also
one large country” means it was located in south of
the Hindukush. Both in the pronunciation of the name
and the location given in the Chinese records, Gaofu

Daman also is named Damei. To the east of it is Tuobasi
(䱰ᤄᯟ), to the south of it is Dashi (བྷ伏) [the Arabian
Empire]. It will take a one-month journey to reach any one
of the two countries. To Qilan (ዀ㱝) in the north of it one
would reach after 20-days’ journey; to Dashi in the west
of it one would reach after a one-month journey. Daman
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or Damo is located in the plain of the north of the Oxus.
There are a great many lions among the local animals. It
borders the country of Shi (ਢ) in the its northwest, and its
territory is not beyond the Pass of Iron Gate.
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In the sixth year of the reign of Tianbao (ཙሦޝᒤ) [747
CE], the envoys of six countries including Daman and
others were sent to China to offer their tributes and
respect to the emperor of the Tang Dynasty. Then the
emperor gave … King of Daman Xiemei (䅍⋂) the title of
‘Fengshun King’ (ཹ丶⦻) [the king who pays his homage
and obedience to Tang China]. [Ouyang Xiu and Song Qi
1975: 6264]
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NOTES

Dayuezhi, Daxia and Guishuang, his work incorporating
many ideas from other Chinese and from foreign scholars.

1.“㘆 ”ןhas two meanings in the ancient Chinese
historical context: one indicates a person who was ruler of
a principality, a feudal prince or a chieftain of one nomad
tribe; the other designates a principality or tribe controlled
by such princes or small chiefs. Those Xihou generally were
established in a tribal confederacy.

6. Among them, the best known are the so-called “Beauty
of Loulan” and the “Princess of Xiaohe”.

2. ”䟼” (li), a unit of length, equal to 415.8 meters in Han
Dynasty China.

7. Regarding the ethnicity of these people, some scholars
such as Victor Mair, J. P. Mallory, and David W. Anthony (as
summarized by Philip L. Kohl), “attribute them as ancestral
to the later Indo-European speaking Tocharians.” (Mair
and Hickman 2014, p. 91). However, they evidently do not
connect these people with the later Dayuezhi. See Mallory
and Mair 2000 for an elaboration of their views regarding
Western origins of the peoples whose mummies have been
found in the Taklamakan.

3. Generally, “䮧ਢ]KDQJVKLµLVDQDVVLVWDQWRIÀFLDORIWKH
PLQLVWHUV RU D KLJKHU RIÀFHU LQ WKH FHQWUDO JRYHUQPHQW LQ
the Han Dynasty. Hill translates the title as the Chief Scribe.
(Hill 2015, 1, p. 29), which is logical and acceptable. Here
´]KDQJVKLµLVDFWXDOO\WKHKLJKHVWRIÀFLDOZKRZDVLQFKDUJH
of the Western Regions, which previously had been under a
protector general (䜭䆧). When Ban Yong was appointed as
a zhangshi of the Western Regions, the seat of the zhangshi,
was in Liuzhong (ḣѝ), modern Shanshan (䝟ழ) county of
Xinjiang, China (cf. Fan Ye 1965: 2915).

8. As indicated in The Biography of the King of Zhou Mu (ぶཙ
ᆀۣ), The Fragments of the Book of Zhou (䙨ઘᴨ), and Guanzi
(㇑ᆀ). For details, see Yu 2012, pp. 87-88.

4. This was indicated by annotator Yan Shigu (仌ᐸਔ, CE
581– 645) of the Tang Dynasty (Ban Gu 1962: 2481n. 2).

10. On the intermittent rule of Greeks in Sogdiana, see
Rapin 2007, pp. 45-50.

5. He is a famous expert on the ancient history of relations
between China and foreign countries in Eurasia, who
has articulated clearly most of the new ideas regarding

11. Some archaeologists think it was probably Alexandria
on the Oxus (Leriche 2007, p. 133; Cohen 2013, pp. 277-78).
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9. Ban Gu 1962: 3756-3757. The event took place in or before
the fourth year (176 BCE) of the reign of Han Wendi (≹᮷
ᑍ, 202–157 BCE).

